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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is concerned with the application of two digi ·tal 
filter design techniques1 to the Pade approximate2 continuous 
filters. The (m, n) ?ade approximant has a numerator polynomial 
of degree m in s and a denominator of degree n in s. The (n-1, n) 
approximates are desirable for linear phase low pass filters, 
pulse delay circuits without initial condition errors, and pulse 
forming networks17 • 
A collection of plots is shown to demonstrate th.e quality of 
the approximations in the frequency domain, as far as amplitude 
and phase are concerned. These low pass approximants are normal-
ized to a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz. With the well-known 
frequency transformation techniques6 the high pass frequency 
approximants can be found in the same way. 
Almost all the numerical eva]_uations were done using the 
IBM 360/4-0 digital computer. Four main programs were written: 
(l) a program to evaluate the roots of polynominals, (2) a 
generalized program for the evaluation of the terms of a partial 
fraction expansion for rational fractions of third and fourth 
order, (3) one program to evaluate and plot standard Z transform 
approximates, and (4) one program to evaluate and plot bilinear 
Z transform approximates. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Digital filtering is ·the process of frequency shaping using 
digital or sampled data circuits. Depending upon the relation 
between the filter excitation and response, digital f·il ters are 
classified as recursive and nonrecursive. In the recursive case, 
the response depends on the excitation samples and the previous 
response. In the nonrecursive case the response depends only on 
the excitation samples. Considering frequency characteristics, 
digital filters can be classified the same as continuous filters: 
low pass, high pass, band pass, band stop. This thesis is con-
cerned with the design and evaluation of low pass Pade digital 
filters. A digital filter is designated by the name of the 
corresponding continuous filter; Butterworth, Chebyshev, Lerner, 
1 
Gauss, Pade, etc. The basic mathematical tool for digital filter 
design is ·the Z transform theory. 
Digital filters are useful for simulation of continuous 
filters in the low frequency range. \4hen a digital filter is 
realized with a digital arithme·tic unit, additional considerations 
are necessary to describe the performance of a filter; there are 
three obvious degradations called quantization noise of digi~al 
filters1 • For digital filters operating in real time the main 
limitation on frequency is the speed of arithmetic operations. 
This is being greatly improved by the new high speed digital 
hardware appearing on the market. 
2 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The most recent and extensive work on digital filter design : 
techniques is that of Gold and Rader1 • References (9~ 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15) also deal with digital filter design. 
From the three digital filter design techniques considered 
in reference (1), two of them are related to continuous filter 
design. To design a continuous filter there exists a vast body 
of literature on ne"tt..vork synthesis and on continuous filter 
design, for instance reference (6). For the present work Storer7 
and BertnolJ_i2 provided the necessary background in continuous 
fil·tering. 
Information on the mathematics of digital filters, the 
standard Z transform and the bilinear Z transform~ is located in 
3 8 textbooks on sampled data control systems ' 
In the area of physical implementation of a digital filter 
it seems that there is not yet a complete or concise work. The 
digital components needed for the physical implementation of 
digital filters are described in the digital computer literature. 
Because of many arithmetic units needed in a straight forward 
imple mentati on, it may be advantageous to use a special purpose 
digital computer4 • 
III. THEORY 
A. The Fade Approximate Continuous Filters. 
-s The Fade approximates of the unit delay operator, e , are 
rational fraction approximations of the Taylor series expansion 
-s 
of e • 
In reference (2) it is shown that the transfer function of 
-s P(n-l,n)e networks have both amplitude and delay frequency 
characteristics with (2n-l) order flatness. These (n-l,n) Pade 
approximates are desirable for linear phase low pass filters, 
puJ.se delay circuits without initial condition error, and pulse 
forming neuvorks17 • The transfer function of the P(n-l,n) e -s 
networks can be written as 2 
3 
v2 (s) 
v1 (s) ·- T(n-l,n) (1) 
1.·1here 
and 
An (s) = 2 I n I N-1 n. c:::::.- N (2n-N). (-s) 
(2n)! T N! (n-N)4 
B (s) 
n 
n-1 N + 1 
_ n! ~ (2n-2-N)~ s 
(2n-l)! 0 (N + l)! (n - 1 - N)! + 1. 
v1 (s) and v2 (s) are respectively the input and output of a two 
(2) 
(3) 
port network. -s The P(n-l,n)e approximates for n = 1, 2, 3 are 
shown in Table 1. Expressions (l) , (2) and (3) may be used to 
find any (n-l,n) approximate. 
The present work considers the Pade approximates up to n = 3; 
bu·t, it is clearly verified that the approximation improves with 
the increasing values of n as it should. 
4 
For purposes of normalization the cut-off frequency of each 
approximate was found from the relation 
('+) 
The value of W for each P(n-l,n) approximate (n = l, 2, 3) is 
c 
shown in Table l. 
B. Linear Digital Filter T~eory. 
1 Linear digital filter theory is based on the mathematics of 
linear difference equations with constant coefficients. An mth-
order difference equation can be written as: 
r m 
y (n·t) = ~ Li x (nT - iT) - ~ 
i=o i=l 
where 
y(nT) is the sampled response, 
K.y (nT - iT) 
l 
(5) 
x(nT) is the sampled excitation:. m is a number of the previous 
response samples, r + l is the number of the previous excitation 
samples. 
Designing a digital filter consists of finding the constants 
K. and L. to fulfill the given requirements. 
J.. J.. 
A useful pictorial representation of (5) consists of time 
delay units:. adders and ~1ltipliers (See Fig. 25). TI1e mathema-
tical tool to solve tl1e difference equation (5) is the Z transform 
calculus .. 
The Z transform of x(nT) is defined as 
X(z) = 
n=o 
x(nT) -n z 
Kno~>Jing the Z transform of a particular sequence, the sequence 
can be found by the inverse Z transform 
l 









K -Y (nT - iT) 
.1. 




Li x(nT - iT) (8) 
Applying definition (6) to equation (8) and rearranging, we 
have 
r 
~ L. -i i=o z Y(z) X(z) J. = X(z) H (z) (9) = 
m 
~ Ki -i z 
i=o 
The inverse Z transform of H(z) is the impulse ·response of a 
digital filter because X(z) = l if x(nT) = 1 for n = o, and 
x(nT) = o for n ~ o. 
If X(nT) = jnWT e , then 
r 
~ L. -jiWT 
H (ejWT) i=o e .1. (10) = 
m 
~ K. -jiWT e i=o .1. 
where Til is the radian frequency. 





* Table l. P(n-l,n)e-s Pade Approximates. Values of [T(jw)l 2 for 
P(n-l,n)e-s Networks. Va l ues of the Cut-Off Frequencies W . 
c 
-s jT(jw)j 2: P(n-l,n)e : W: c 
l l 1.00000 
l + s l + w2 
.l - s/3 36 + 4w 2 2.88523 
1 + 2s/3 + s2/6 2 4 36 + 4w + w 
2 
.l - 2s/5 + s /20 2 4 3 2600 + 215w + 9w 4.91245 
1 + 3s/5 + 3s2/20 + s3/60 2 lj. 6 3,600 + 216w + 9w + w 





As e 3 is the locus of the unit circle in the z plane, the 
amplitude of the response can be found graphically by the 
expression 
(11) 
where, the R 1 s are the distances from the zeros of H(z) to the 
"WT point of z = e 3 on the unit circle, and the P's are the distances 
from the poles of H(z) to the same point. From this consideration 
"WT IH(e3 Jl can be found graphically, but this method has poor 
1 
accuracy • 
A very useful approach to design a digital filter is to take 
a known analog filter and then using the Z transform calculus find 
a set of difference equations with an H(z) resembling the known 
analog system function1 • This method is called nthe impulse 
invariancen or standard Z transform technique. Another important 
approach is the so-called nbilinear Z transform technique" 1 ' 5 • 
Another useful approach that makes use of certain known properties 
of an elemental digital resonator, is known · as the !Tfrequency 
1 
sampling11 approach • 
The digital filters considered by Rader and Gold1 include 
the digit-al version of the classic Butterworth, Chebyshev, linear 
16 phase L.erner , and the comb filters. In the present work the 
iw.pulse invariance and the bilinear transformation techniques are 
applied to the Pade P(n-l,n) approximates of the unit delay e-s. 
C. The Star..dard Z Transform or Impulse Invariance Technique 
Applied to Pade Approximant Filters. 
This technique is based on the impulse invariance concept. 
8 
This concept implies that the impulse response of a digital filter 
H(z) is equal to the sampled impulse response of a given continuous 
filter1 • The Z transforms corresponding to certain continuous 
system functions are tabulated in textbooks of sampled data con-
trol systems such as references 3 and 8. To find the Z transform~ 
H(z), the continuous filter function is generally expanded in 
partial fractions; each term in the expansion is readily trans-
formed from tables. 
The steps considered to design and evaluate the low pass 
Pade digital filters using the standard Z transform techniques 
are described below as steps l, 2 and 3. 
l. Normalization 
For purpose of better presentation and con~arison, the 
P(n-l,n) Pade approximates (Table l) were normalized. To get the 
normalization, the following variable substitution was made 
(12) 
tvhere, We is the radian cut-off frequency of the respective 
P(n-l,n) Pade approximant. These values of W are in Table 1. c 
W , the radian normalizing cut-off frequency, in this case was 
n 
equal to 2fl because the digital filters were normalized to 
f = 1Hz. 
9 
2. Z Transform for Impulse Invariance 
To do this, the normalized P(n-l~n)e-s were expanded in 
partial fractions, transformed and then collected. 
(a) The partial expansion was done with the aid of the 
digital computer program appearing in Appendix A. 




s + s. 
1 
s + a 
(s+a) 2 + b 2 
b 
(s+a) 2 + b 2 






-aT -1 ~ 1 - e cos (bT) z 
-aT -1 -2aT -2 l - 2e cos(bT) z · + e z 
-aT -1 
e sin (bT) z 




(c) The respective s ·tandard Z transforms (H(z)) are collected 
in Table 2, and the values of their coefficients are in 
Table 3. 
3. Evaluation 
The evaluation consisted of finding the frequency response 
of the P(n-l,n) Pade digital filters. To find the frequency 
"WT 
response, z in H(z) was replaced by eJ . 
The sampling period T was chosen less than the maximum 
bl - h d b h h l . h 18 esta lS e y t e S annan samp 1ng t eorem • This theorem 
states that ,, if a signal contains no frequency higher than W , 
c 
it is completely characterized by values of the signal measured 
at intervals of time T = ~(2<IT /We) n 3 . As li\Tc ·1:-1as normalized to 
1 l Hz, then T~ 2(21T/2tTT) = 500 msec. 
10 
The evaluation was made with T = 100 msec and T = 10 msec . 
for the P(n-l,n) Pade digital filter with n = l, 2 and 3. 
The digital computer program used is in Appendix B. The 
results of this evaluation are shown in Figs. (l-<l2) . 
Example 1. 
Design of the P(l,2) Pade digital low-pass filter with cut-
off frequency 1 Hz. 
l. Normalization - w will be equal to 2 CfT • From Equation (12) c w 
we have s ~ s ___£ From Table 1, for p (1' 2) , w = 2.88523:> which w 
n 
c 
in this case is equal to w . Then s ~ 2.275 s. . 
n 
2. From Tables 2 and 3 we have (reducing the numerical values to 
the precision of a slide rule) 
H(z) of PCJ-:.2) 
-0.692T -1 
= _ 0 • 6 g 21-e -=c-=o-=s_,(-=0-=·-=1-=6-=9-=T::...<)'-z.-----=----=----=----=--=-=----=--
l-2e-0.692Tcos(O.l69T)z-l+e-2x0.692Tz-2 
-0 692T -1 +2 .~~e · sin(O.l69T)z 
l-2e- 0 • 692Tcos(O.l69T)z-1+e- 2x 0 · 692Tz- 2 (16) 
Again, a more accurate expression of H(z) is in Tables 2 
and 3. 
3. The frequency response for T = 10 msec. is obtained by making 
z = ejWT in Equation (16), and evaluating H(z) a t frequencies 
ranging from 0 Hz up to 2 Hz with a 0.01 Hz step. The result is 
shown in Figs. (7,8). 
Th1= conclusions drawn from the observation of the plots 
appear in sections III-E and IV. 
P(n-l,n): 
P(0,1) 
p (1' 2) 
P(2,3) 
Table 2. Z Transformation for the P(n-l,n)e-s Pade Approximates~ 
Z ( P ( n -1 , n) ) : 
A 
0 
l - z-le-aoT 
A l -1-
-a1T b T -1 e . cos ( 1 ) z 
l - -l -a1T 2z e · cos (b1 T) + z-2e-2a1T 
-1 -a1T + B z e sin(b T) l . 1 






-alT b T -l +A 1 - e cos( 1 )z 
1 -1 -a1T ( 1 - 2z e cos b1T) 
z e sin(b1 T) 
+B-----~--------1 -1 -a1T -2 -2a1T l - 2z e cos(b1T) + z e 
+ z-2 -alT e . 




p (0' 1) 
P(1,2) 
P(2,3) 
Table 3. Parameters of the Standard Z Transformation of the 
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D. The Bilinear Z _Transform Design Technique apnlied to Pade 
Digital Filters 
This technique has the advantage that the bilinear trans-
25 
formation maps the imaginary axis of the s-plane into the unit 
z-1 
circle in the plane p= z+l (reference 1). This transformation is 
obtained making the substitution 
z-1 
s = z+l (17) 
in H(s), the P(n-l,n) Fade approximate. 
If WDT is the digital frequency variable, and WA the ·analog 
frequency variable, then the functions H (W A) and H 1 _(WDT) will 
have the same values for 
jW0 T ( j~DT -j~DT) 
jWDT 1 2 " jW.t'\ e - e e -e = = 
ejWDT + 1 jWDT ( jW~T -jWDT) 
2 +e 2 e e 
Equations (17) and (18) lead to a technique for designing a 
digital filter from a continuous filter. The procedure is as 
l follows : 
(18) 
(1) Call w0 iT critical frequencies and ranges _(passband or 
stopband, maximum attenuation point, etc.), compute the ne~;v sets 
of frequencies WAi by the relation 
WDiT 
WAi = tan 2 
(2) Design a transfer function 2 H(s) ~ith the properties of 
the digital filter at the new frequencies and ranges. 
(3) Make the substitution (17) in H(s) and arrange H(z) as 
a ratio. of . P<?lynomials • . 
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The application of these steps to the design of low-pass 
Fade digital filters, using the bilinear transformation 
technique, consisted of the following steps: 
(1). For purposes of comparison with the standard Z trans-
form technique applied to the Pade filters, the cut-off frequency 
(WD) was ch osen equa 1 to 2'TT , and the sampling period (T) equal 
to 100 msec and 10 msec. The values of the analog cut-off 
frequency are 
(a) for T = 100 msec. 
= tan ' 2'11x 
2 
(b) for T = 10 msec. 
0.1 
= .324-92 
WA = tan 211 ~ 0 · 01 = . 03141 
(2) Using the expression (12) with W 
n 
Pade approximates H(s) were obtained. 
. -s 
= WA, new P(n-J,n)e 
(3) H 1 (z) was found using equation (17). 
As in the impulse invariance technique the evaluation of 
these filters consisted in finding their frequency response; i.e., 
making z = ejwT in H1 (z). The results of this evaluation are 
plotted in Figs. (13- 24-). 
Example 2 
Design a P(l,2) Pade low-pass filter with a cut-off 
frequency of 1 Hz. 
(1) Determination of WA. 
W0 T 
WA =tan~--
Equation (18) establishes that 




= 2IT xl, and T= 100 msec., 
= 0.325. 
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we = 2.88533, then 
w 
c 
--s = 8.90 s 
WA 
From Table 1, the new Fade P(l,2) will be 
-s · l-2.97s 
P(l, 2)e = 1+5.92s+2.96s2 
(3) Finding H(z). Equation (17) · establishes that 
z-1 
s = z+1 · 
Substituting in equation (20) and rearranging, 
-1 
(19) 
3.97 - 2.97z -1 
H(z) = 9.88 - 3.92z I - 1.96z 2 (l + z ) C2D) 
-1 -jwT . The frequency response is obtained making z = e ln 
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E. Evalt1ation of the Design Algorithms for Pade Digital Filters. 
The evaluation consisted of finding the frequency and phase 
responses of the Fade digital filters, all normalized to the 
cut-off frequency of 1 Hz. Each one of these results was com-
pared with the frequency and phase responses of the correspond-
ing P(n-l,n) Fade continuous filter. The results of this 
comparison are·shown in Figs. (l-2'+). 
It is verified with Figs. l, S and 9 that the Pade continuous 
filters frequency response magnitude approach better to the ideal 
low-pass filter with the increase in values of n. Considering 
arbitararily the frequency response magnitude at -0.1 db, the 
corresponding frequencies of each of the Fade continuous filters 
are, 0.14 Hz for F(O.l), 0.34 Hz for P(l,2), and 0.44 Hz for 
P (2, 3) • . The linear portion of the phase response does not change 
appreciably with ·the increase in values of n, for all the three 
continuous Fade filters considered in this thesis it lies approx-
imately in the frequency range of 0 Hz to 0.62 Hz. The phase 
reaches -180 degrees at f > 2 Hz for P(O,l), at 1.46 Hz for P(l,2), 
and at 0.64 Hz for P(2,3). All these results are shown in Table 
'+. 
The comparison between the Pade continuous filters and the 
Pade digital filters obtained by the impulse invariance technique 
in the frequency range of 0 Hz to 1 Hz, using the sampling period 
of 100 msec, is shown in Table 4-b. This sampling period for 
practical considerations was chosen l/Sth the maximum required 
by the sampling theorem. For F(O,l) the maximum error is 0.14 db 
and occurs at 1 Hz, and its shape approximates very closely 
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the continuous one. For F (l, 2) the maximum error is 5. 37 db and 
occurs at 1 Hz, and its shape does not approximate the continuous 
.one. For F(2,3) the maximum error is -4.79 db, and occurs at 
0.7 Hz, an error of 2 db occurs at 1 Hz, and its shape does not 
not approximate the continuous one. 
The cause of the high discrepancies mentioned above is the 
so-called folding problem5 To solve this difficulty the 
sampling period was decreased arbitarily to 1/lOth its original 
value, i.e. T = 10 msec. Again, the comparison of the continuous 
and digital Fade filters in the frequency range from 0 Hz to 1 Hz 
is shown in Table 4-b. For P(O,l) the maximum error is 0.01 db 
and occurs at 1 Hz. For F (1, 2) the maximum error . is 0. 1+3 db and 
occurs at l Hz. For P(2,3) the maximum error is -0.36 db, an 
error of -0.20 db occurs at l Hz. The shape of all these three 
approximations are very close to the shape of the continuous 
ones. The sampling period ·to obtain a 0 db error at the fre-
quency of 1 Hz can be found by solving the frequency response 
magnitude function. 
The phase response compares quite favorably for both values 
of the sampling period. However, for T = 10 msec all of the 
phase responses are identical. 
The comparison of the continuous Fade filter with the Pade 
digital filter obtained by the bilinear Z transformation tech-
nique shows that for T = 100 msec all the P(n-l,n) approximates 
have an error of 0.06 db at 0.7 Hz, and no error at 1Hz. All 
the digital approximate shapes are very close to those of the 
corresponding continuous case. These properties can be observed 
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in Fig. (13~ 17, 21). For the sampling period of 10 msec all the 
approximates coincide. See Figs. (15, 19~ 23). As far as phase 
response is concerned, for T = 100 msec the approximates are 
very close, and for T = 10 msec they coincide. See Figs. (14, 16, 
18, 20, 22, 24). 
For the bilinear Z transformation technique the cause of the 
discrepancy with the continuous version is the so-called frequency 
;;~. 
warping5 • From the evaluation made in this thesis it can be con-
eluded that this discrepancy is almost inappreciable even for 
the sampling period of 100 rnsec. 
The Pade digital filters obtained by the two methods con-
sidered in this thesis improve their approximation to the 
continuous case with the increasing values in the sampling period. 
However, it converges more rapidly for the bilinear Z transforma-
tion technique than for the impulse invariance technique. 
In general the Fade digital filter that best approximates 
the continuous Pade filter is obtained by the bilinear Z trans-
formation technique. 
The digital computer programs used for the evaluation, and 
for the plotting of the results that appear in Figs. (1-24) are 
in Appendices B and C. 
Table 4a. Conclusion Drawn from the Evaluation of the Pade Continuous 
Filters. 
Frequency response mag. Phase Response 
P[n-1,n) f for 0.10 db Figs. 1* 2* Figs. 
p (0 'l) 
P(l,2) 
P(2,3) 
I 0.14 Hz 1,3,13,15 0-0.66 >2 2,4,14,16 I 
I I 
I 
0. 34 Hz 5,7,17,19 0-0.60 1.46 6,8,18,20 
0.44 Hz 9,11,21,23 0-0.64 0.64 10,12,22,24 
Table 4-b, Conclusions Drawn from the Comparison of the Continuous 
and Digital Pade Filters Obtained by the Impulse Invari-
ance Technique. 
Samp. period Max. error from 0-l Hz Error at l Fig. 
P ln-1, n) in msec Mag, in db f in Hz Hz in db 
p (0) l) 100 0.14 l 0.14 l 
p (l' 2) 100 5.37 1 5.37 5 
P(2,3) 100 -4.79 0.7 2 9 
P(O,l) 10 0.01 1 0.01 3 
P(l,2) 10 0.43 l 0.43 7 
P(2,3) 10 -0.36 0.6 -0.20 11 
---- ~ ---- --- -
* 1 Frequency interval, ih Hz, of the linear portion oLthe . ph.ase . response. 




The simulation of a digital filter is the computation 
process or algorithm by which a sequence of numbers (acting as 
the input sampled signal) is transformed into a second sequence 
of numbers designated the output samples5 The computer program 
widely used in the simulation of sampled data systems is the 
so-called BLODIS,lO (block diagram compiler). This compiler 
accepts as input a description of the sampled-data system block 
diagram written in the BLODI language5 . The block diagram needed 
to implement a digital filter consists of digital units (adders~ 
multipliers, and time delays) arranged according to the realiza-
tion scheme chosen. 
The canonical realization schemes for digital filters are 
direct, parallel and cascade. The advantage and limitations of 
any one of them depends on the type of digital filter to be 
implemented5 
Figs. (25) and (26) are respectively the parallel realiza-
tion scheme for the low-pass Fade digital filters obtained with 
the impulse invariance technique, and the cascade realization 
scheme for the same filters but obtained with the bilinear Z 
transform technique. A comparison between them shows that for the 
first technique the number of multipliers require is less than 
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Fig. (25) Rea lization Schemes for t he Pade Digital Filters 
Obtained with the Impulse Invariance Technique; 
(a) for n =1, (b) for n = 2, (c) for n = 3. 
The schemes for n greater than three are combinations of 














H(z) -l = AT (1 + z ) 
(a) 
A t ( l + A 0 z -l) ( 1 + A l z -l) 
(1 + B0 z-1) (1 + B1 z-1) 
(b) 
The same as The 
• y (nT) 
same as 
x(nT) ....... (l) in (b) (2) in (b) (2) in (b) ~ 
H(z) 
= Ar _C_l __ +_A-=o_z_-~1)_ x (l + Alz-1} x 
(1 + B0 z-1) (1 + B1 z-1) 
(c) 
Fig. (26) Cascade Realization Schemes of the Pade 
Digital Filters Obtained with the Bilinear 
Z Transformation Technique. (a) for n=l, 








From the two digital filter design techniques used in this 
work, the bilinear transformation technique gives better results 
than the impulse invariance technique applied to the same 
P(n-l,n) ' Pade filter~ and with the same sampling period. For 
10 msec. sampling period~ the impulse invariance technique gives 
a competitive result with the bilinear transformation ·technique 
for a 100 msec sampling period, both techniques applied to the 
same ?(n-l,n) Pade filter. 
The great departure of the digital filters obtained by the 
impulse invariance technique from the continuous version for 
n = 2 and 3, and T = 100 msec is due to the folding problems 5 
This abnormality disappears for T = 10 msec. For the digital 
filters obtained with the bilinear transformation technique, 
the inherent frequency warping5 is not apparent. 
The execution time for the computer simulation of the dig-
ital filter obtained by each design technique considered in 
the present work, depends on the realization scheme chosen. 
For instance, the parallel scheme of the digital filter obtained 
with the impulse invar;i.ance technique has fewer multipliers than 
the cascade scheme for the filter obtained with the bilinear Z 
transformation technique. This means that the execution time 
for the first approximation is less than the execution time for 
the second one. 
.. ,. 
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B. Sugges ·tions for Further Development 
As the main use of digital filters is in the area of analog 
filter simulation, it would be convenient to have an Gssembler 
language like BLODI5 tha·t could be used in the same fashion as 
the ECAP ("electric circuit analysis program). 
The great advantages of a digital filter with respect to 
its continuous version is a greater degree of accuracy and rela-
tively small size, especially in the low frequency ranges. Its 
major actual shortage is its speed, but increasing speeds and 
decreasing co~ts of microelectronic digital circuitry make 
possible the conception of real-time digitized systems which 
1 perform filtering operations usually performed by analog haruware ·•.;. 
. ) 
For these reasons it would be interesting and important to imple-
ment an algorithm to design an optimwn real-time digitized-system 
to implement any digi·tal filter . 
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APPENDIX A 
The computation of the roots of a polynomial was necessary 
to find the poles of the.P(n-l~n)e-s Pade approximates for their 
partial fraction expansion required to find the Z transformation. 
This was done using the scientific subroutine package of the 
Computer Science Center; 
SUBROUTINE POLRT (Section II-1). 
This subroutine uses the Newton-Raphson method iterative 
technique. It finds the real and complex roots of polynomials 
up to the 36th degree. 
A partial fraction program was written to compute the par-
tial fraction expansion for rational fractions of 3rd and 4th 
degree of known poles. Besides the partial fraction expansion, 
this program computes the coefficients of the Z transformation 
corresponding to the P(n-l,n)e-s Pade approximates. 
A 3rd degree rational fraction can have only three different 
combinations of roots, but a 4th degree rational fraction can 
J1.ave around 13 possible combinations; for this reason it is 
cwnbersome to write a partial fraction expansion generalized 
program. The present program was written with the aid of a flow 
chart which is not presented here. 
_,;· 
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7 _2 _ _F ') p_1-1 I\ _T ( j1 . R -~.J .L~l'-~~ Ffl!L C 0 NV I N_U=_w: E _ _!_)_ _ _ _________ _ ______ _ 
on QOO =1,4 
N=N 1 I ,J l 
L=J 
----?S-v-Q-= ~~-o _lY.J .. l LulW l I ?_t_J .. Lt-'-X_...l....~.,(_...1-4, ..._J..!...) ~' :..:..X .:_1 l-( 4.;_;rw.Jwl-LI _________________ _ 
s t = :'I,~.~ r ( il r n , J 1 t )J rn 1 " J 1 
nn 9 1 n r = 1 , ~~ 
fF(Xl(J,J}) 10?,101,10? 
lO? XN(1)=1. 
- -- .. ---- r;o ·· rn -- l oJ· · ----------
tot X~l(Il-=0. 
1 0 3 T F ( oR ( I , .J ) l 1 0 5, 1 0 4, 10 5 





Go rn qn) 
PRN ( T )·=O. 
IF ( P J ( 1 , J I ) fJ 0 R, 90 7, G 0 R 
PIN ( I ) : _! ! ... _ ··-· _______________ _ 





· ·-c;rr rcr -r.n tr 
9 07 P I N ( I ) "'0 • 
1 910 CONTPHJF 
! I != ( N- 4 ) 1 g 0 L 9 l.L_ q 0 0 
o 11 IF ( SR ) 0 l '5) , 9 t I , o'_...,_ ~------------~ 
q 12 IF ( P f< ( l t J l + P R { ·'J, , ,] ) ) q 1 '5 , 9 1. Lt , 91 5 
915 J F (APSIPTI ~ ,J))}000,91 6 1 917 
q 17 G I := P R ( 1 , J l * ;': ? +P f { I , , j} ~~*? 
-----'--' r;-2~-.:-;:y -.-i/ r rrrr; Tr---- --- - ------ · 
G4=-2 .*PP ( 3,,J) 
G3=PR (1.,J l *~c? +PTf '3 1 ,1) **2 I 
I D l 1_~ f· ( 4 j _l_- tt( 1, j l ' -. ~ ~ /f .., ,J ) )~ ( G 1-r. 4 * J!: ;> ) : 
f) 17. ..:T,T- . ,"(T:\,lt (I d I A * ,,. . . 
n?l=A(l,J)- A (~,J)*G3+~(4,Jl*G4*G3 i 
0? ?=- t,? * i.'t+ cr, *G ~ 
F~=(n11*D??-nt?*D?ll/(D??*(G2-G4)-nl2*(Gl-G1l) 
_ __:,__ _ _;.. 4:= -r-rrJ 1 ...:F'3*-r r.;7..:r,,t-n -tnT7 ___ _ ______________________________ - -· --- ----------
;-· --- ~- 'f;·-1\ (' 4 ,-J) :.. ~ 4 ---- - - ---- --- ------- - ------- ------ ------- -----
Fl=A(1,,ll-~4*G?-F 2*G4-F '3 
WP IT F(1,400ll ,Gl,~2,G ~ ,G4,Fl, F ?, F3 ,F4 
4 ()() Fn p, 1-1 .11 T ( ? X 1 I_ I 7 X I r, l t 1 ] X I G 2 . 1 l X I G 3 1 ll X f c; 4 1 ll X IF l I ll. X I F 2 r 11 X t 
1 F ";,TTf·xrn;17 ( J ? , n i • ~, , 7 ~ l :5 • 5 7J ) 
Ir < L-21 ~'3(), 331 ,·B? 
330 H1=4. 
; r,n Trl' 3'3~ :-·r:n-11r=4-P.- · ·- - ·: ··· 
1:13 D.Al=HJ~rF/ 
R~l=PfiU.c( Fl/F::'+D P (l,J)} 
PI\?~~11 *F4 ------~R~8~2~= ~A'*IT-~~~7~F~~~+~~~R~{~3','.J~l'l--------------------~----------------------------
rl P T T F- ( 3 , "3 31) l I , R 1\ l , P R l , R A 2 , R R 2 
3 3 5 F (') R !~AT ( ? X , ' L = I I 2 ' 2 X ' I R A 1 = 1 F 1 5 • 5 ' ?. X t ' R 81 = ' F 1 5 • 5 , 2 X ' ' R A 2 = 1 F 15 • 5 ' I R B?. 
l=' F l'=i.Sl 
~"32. - ·cDKJ TT 1\J I iF ---- -··---- ----- ------- - ----------- - --
r,n r n q 00 
916 ~ll=l 
707 ~ l = AI 1,.1) --------------------------------------------------------------------- ~-r,~,-
-- c ~ n __ , J . 
F3=A( l,Jl 
E4=A { It ·, ,J l 
I F ( "-11-? .) 7 21 , 7 06, 7 CA 
.---rmi--o=o 4·cx r ( r ;J r, F4·;r, , -~:?-, r::r;T~- )- ---- ---- ---- - ·- -·-- ----- --·- --- -- -·- ---------------- ----- - -------
! R =I, C { Y l ( 1 , J ) , X l ( ?. , J ) , - ~ * P R ( 1 , J ) , P R ( l , J) * * 2 + P I ( l , J ) **? ) 
41=01/P 
Q= 0 4 (X 1 f '__r_J ) • E lt ~ E? , F 1 t 1 • l ----~R==--r,r, cr-x-n-? , .J l , x 1 1 , , :n , - :r.-~rp R l r , J l , P ~ n , J l *'*2+"P I c 1 , .J ) ** 2 1 
A2=-0/P. 
Gl=PR(l,J)**2+PR{2,Jl**? 
G2=-?. *PR { 1, J) 
Ln' 
w 
- --- Fl·==--( Fl-+Al ·:~"X rl-z-;-Jr¥Gl_+-:J\"2"lfXTrl-;Jl -~-Grr/ CY.l - iT·, -,n*XTT2~ -J rr - --- -----
F?=l=4-/, 1-ti_? 
'../ R i T F ( ·1 , 5 n 0 l L , /\ l , A / , F l , F ? , G l , G ';? 
5 oo F n D}t.ll r l / x 'L • 7 x' "'1• 1 1 x • /\? • 11 x • F 1. •11 x • F 2 ' 1 1 x • r, 1 • 11 x • r; 2, ' 1 1 1 2, F 13 • '5, 
-- ·re;T"f5:--<1n l - - . - - -
GO Tfl 000 
7 21 t:= P T I 1, J l 
Gl=PR (1 • .1 lt.~~2+PJ( l,J)*'!</ 
--G-;>·::-:..-;>-~-*r>P.TT;;I r----- --- --'-'------·----- - -- -----
F1~11C-Gll*(Gl*E3-El}+G?*(Gl*(E2-E4*C)-C2*flll/(-(Gl-Cl**2-
2(>'.<G2**? l 
----~=...:-.1..;...1 _=..;-(, F 1-C *f- l) /G 1 F17=(D~I~-~IY~ .. ~------------------------------------------------------
F?=1=4-rl2 
WRTTF(l,~ OO IL,Fll,FJ?,Fl,F~,C,Gl,G? 
6 oo F n R M L\ r < ~ x • t ' 7 x 'F 1 1. ' 11 x • F 1. 2 ~ 11 x • F 1 • 1 1. x • F 2 • 1 1 x 1 c • 11 x I(; 1 • 11 x 'G 2 1 1 
- -"'-":...:.;· 10 ?-, F L? -. S ~6Fl5-:'>Tn-.. ------------ -- - -- - -- --------'-------'---'--~-------
r;o rn oon 
o 1.4 r F 1 o r 1 1 , J 1- r T ( l , J 1 1 q?,, ql) o, 0? 3 
q 2 3 F U :::. 1.3.J..lt_.JJ.:~ 0 T ( l , J l -A ( 1 , J ) l I ( P T ( 1 , J l- PI (3 , J l ) 
f-1~/\(~,.J)- j:"fj_ . 
F 7 1 = ( .'\ ( L~ , J ! ':{ P T ( '3 , J ) -A { 2 , J ) } I ( P I ( 1 , J ) - P I ( 3 , ,J ) l 
F??,l\(L.,J)-F?l 
WR T T F ( 3 , 6 '1 0) L , F 1 l , F 1?. , F 21 , F??. 
~s-o-F n. R"M t. T ( ? x 1 r ' TX"~'FTl'TI)PFr2 '11-rrF2T.-rl--x,.Fn· ·-rrr7-,FT3-:-6--,-:3 FTs-;-s-nl 
· -· r;n rn coo 
913 IF(SJ)q)l,930,<131 
911 tH;::; 3 . 
0~2 I FLX.LU ,._, 1-x1 !Z,J l l qyt,q:n,914 
034 K=l 
GO Tn 707 
G13 M= ;:> 
.__;_;_IJ.L.F.J ::_:_fl l J ,__J )_+A_L? , _JJ~'.XJ_(l _ , .)_) _7_~ __ (_}_ LJ_)_:.:<_0_l_{jd_J_) _*_~:?+A ( ~-' J_)_~-~-LLL,_l_L!_*~3~-------
i E ? = ,'\ ( 7 , J l + ? • * '< 1.{ 1 "'1 ) ".c •\ { ~ , J ) + 3 , :<c X l ( l , J ) * * 2 *A ( 4 , J ) 
F'3:::fl..( 3, J) +3 .*Xl ( l ,J l*'\(4,J) 
E tr= /1. ( LH ,J ) 
r F lli- ~ 1 oo0, non, An J. --8~0:::-;l~G l =-?"7* X l ( l....!..,~Jh-}~~c..-:::p:..R;,:~(-.-1-- ,---:J:-...-)-t=P-=R-.-(-.-1-,-:J-r) ...,..*...,..)j(""'"?.-t=P";"'I .,...( -=-1-, _,.J..,...) ....-:**.2+ X l ( 1 , J} * *2 . 
i\Jl -=E l/ ~ 1 
r., ?.= 7. >:t ( X 1 ( l , J } - PP ( l , J ) ) 
h12=CF ?-All*G 2 l/~l 
- --·-F 1-=-r-J·...:,.n r~-A- r?-*r;-,-
r-7=Ft,-,~? ? 
HRITF(3,7()0ll ,All ,Al2,F1 ,F?, Gl,G? 
7 o Q 1= n R 1'-1 /\ T ! ~ x ' '- • 1 x ' A 1 1 • 1 1 x 1 1\ 1 2 • 1 1 x ' F 1 ' 1 1 x ' F 2 ' 1. 1 x ' G 1 1 1 1 x 1 G 2 • 1 ( r 2 , 
: 1 F D.s-,-5'F 1 5 • r_; I ) ) _ 
GO TO q 00 
RO O IF( M~l)741,740,742 
__ 1~2 1\11 =F 1 








.. ~R I TE (~ 7S() l l...L.-'111_, ~ ?/, .~ 13. ,\41t 
7 so r- n R ~n;--r 1 ?-x-I[T7 x O\l C1Tf"f1-(?.? • 11 x • A 31 ·TIX·T;f~4~--:-5 , 3 F 15. 5/ ) ) 
r,n rn cno · 
741 \,l=(Xl.(1,Jl-Xl(3,,J) ) :,'( (Xl(l,J)-Xl(4,J)) 
K= i 
___ _;.A.-1-r;;-r::·rrr;·r- · ----
A?. 7 = ( F. 7- !\ 1 1 ~~ { ? • ~(X 1( l , J ) -X l ( 3 , J ) -X 1 ( 4 , J l } ) I G 1 
\<1 R TTF ( 3 1 A')O )L ,A 11 ,A? ? 
n? o F n R ~1 ~Jf ? x ' L ' 7 x • r\ 1 1 1 11 X ' 1\ 2 ? ' 1 ( r ?. , F 1 "3 • s , c: 1 5 • 5 n ) GITl(l{llf 
7 40 A 11 ·= F 1 I (- X l l 4 , J ) ) 
l\??= ( F?-1\ 11) I (-X1 (4 ,J) l 
t\l1=1 r:3 -.". 2?l /f-Xl (4tJ)) 
--- .f4RTT t ( ·:r·;- ~ CJl ) L ~ -A 1 r; A~?X,-A 1 '1----- ------ -·---·------ ----- ·-·-- ---
fl51 Fn R M .6 T ( ? X 1 L '7 X 1 A 11 1 1 l X 1 t\ 1? t 1.1 X t A 13 ' I ( I 2, F 1 i. 5 , 2 F l 5. 5/) ) 
GO TO 707 
CJ3Q S-~~~_,S.MPJll\! _ _(_1) ,XNI ?l l.XN {il ,XN(L~)) 
l F ( C, X N- l~ 0 0 , 9 ll. , 7 I ? 
772 Ml=? 
JF(SX N-?, *XN (J}) 0 00, q32 ,774 
7 7 4 p::: { S X f'l- 3 . } q 00 7 7 5 , 7 7 A 
- -77 s- Tr- (XJ TI ;·J r~-.-XT~h:-;-Tl T7Tb-;-7 7T;Tr6 ---- -- -----·----
777 M=4 
r;n rn 7 1 1 
7 7 6 T F { X l ( l 1 ,.J ) ~X 1 ( ~ "J l ) 93 <, 7 B l , 9"3 2 
7 8 t ,C1::: ~ 
GO Tfl 7 1 I 
7 0 6 C f) NT J ~H J F 
on 1'1 T=v.,t~ 
l< ·=· rr~ I T ; ,J r - - -
fFIT-lJt,t,i' 
1 f) 1 ; (l p ( ? ' ,J ) 
r,n rn 11 
-~.-;.?. 0 l::: p·p ( 1 t J ) 
1l-Trn.:..::r400 
3 IJ2=PR{2,J} 
r,o rn 1 7 
4 f) ? =flf,' (~,J) 
--T~-·-rr- n -'· l 6;ir,-()--
s l)':i,·::r> R (~,J) 
Gn TO 13 
~.-!::.J '~ f...}Ll. 
13 Q=04 1 ~f4 , C l ,~2 , r1 ,I.l 
R=P4(X,Ol,02,n3,l.l 
A l ·=Q/P. 
----- - -···-- ·· - ---· 
-- - -------- - -·-------- - - -----




Gf1 Tf"l QOO 
l<?O SXN=S1·1R (XN(ll ,XN(;?) ,X N('il ,O.) 




GO TO R7S 
~. ~S7~AKTr;-J r=· I -.r Cl~;-~Jr+AC2-;-JT*XTn-;--:JT+ATT,-JT*Xf nu:tJT~ *ZJ T ( ..:x 11 1-,-·~n l 
!\ K ( 2 , J J -= ( ~ • *X 1{ 1 , ,J ) * t~ ( 3 , J ) +A ( 2 , J ) -A K ( 1 , J ) ) I (-X 1 ( 3 , J ) l 
K1='3 
-__,....,.,.,...._K n f) F.= 2 8 7 5 1")(! ·?~6----r~Kl--;--1 
IFIK- 2 l?3,?tf,?5 
2 3 R = R '+ ( X l ! 1 , J l , ;< l ( ? , J ) , X 1 ( 3 , J l , - 1 • , 0 • ) 
r,n rr ?6 
241~-=r<:-t+rx 1 rr ; J r ;-?CrrT~"JT7-XTT31-;:JT;-=r;-·,-o:-r--- ----·--:---- -- ---
Go TO ?6 
2 5 R= R 4 ( X 1 ( -, 1 J l , X 1 ( 1. , J ) , X 1 ( 2 , J ) , -1 • , 0. ) 
,__--.J2.-.),6~t\. J ( K l = 0 I R 
WRTfFT3-:;l:lTf~A I ( K) , K- K l , 
1 11 F n R :~A T 1 ? x ' t • 2 x ' 1< n n F ' ') x 1 A K ! 1 , 1 l ' 1 J. x ' A K ( 1 , 2 l • 11 x ' A.K ( 1 , 3 > • l 
12I2,Fl~.5,?Fl~.5) 
R 7 0 l F { f> P. ( 1 , ,J) l 11 ~ , l l 2 , 1 l 1 
-rr3-G·r=·prcn ··,Tl ·* ·r.(z·,._-rTrr,-·~n-,. rftT --·-----·--------- ----·- ----
(;2=-?. '!<f> R. ( 1 ',j} . 
hl={Ail ,Jl+A(?,Jl*Xl(~,J)+A(3,J)*Xl(3,J) **2}/(Gl+G2*X 1 (3,Jl+X1( 3 , 
Ll ),;::~ ? l · ------~~~~G~A~Jl )/Xl( 3,Jl 
F 2= A ( ~ , J)-h l 
WPTTF(3,115lL,Al,Fl, F ~,Gl,G7 
115 FnRMAT(2X'l 1 7X'A1 1 llX'Fl 1 llX 1 F2'llX 1 Gl' l lX'G2'/I2,Fl 3 .5,4Fl5.5) 
--- TFrr:.:?)rc;on,-3sT ;""357 ·--- ---··-··--·------ ------·· ·-- -··--------- - - - ---
351 Hl~l.0 
r,r; rn ~nl 
3 r:; 2 H 1 -= ? ~~- . '· 
'3 61 ~ i'il=Tn-~,,...,.. ...... (-----------------------------------'-r-------
Rr. 1 =P /\ 11!' ( F l /F ?+PR ( 1 , .J l) 
WRlTF(1,373lL,RAl,RR 1 
373 FnRMATf? X,'L='I7, 2X,2 F?0.5l 
------- ·r;n ··To -nun··- ------- ----- . - · --"------ - · 
· .. .. .. l Fm· I f:T fYJ:>' ( l t .J ) l 1) 0 (), 11 ? , 1 l 1 
1 12 A l = .~ I l , J ) I ( P R ( 1 , J P)( ~: 2 + P I ( l , J l * ):< 2 ) 
F? =h.l l ,J)-1\l 
___ _,r=,...,....._t=..,.... /J. ( ?.J.jJ_ + 1\ 1 '~?. ),'cp R ( 1% J ) 
w ffT"'''tt 5 , 1 75TL , ?.\ 1 , F l , f 2 , G t ,-r; 
125 FOR MAT(2X'L'7X 1 Al 1 llX'Fl 1 llX'F2 1 llX 1 Gl 1 llX 1 G? 1 /(l2,Fl3.5,4Fl5.5/)) 
900 CONTINUE 





C THFS J S PROGRAM O~ ALIJllqADO . . .. - ... --- .... ....... . ' . 
C . Rt\0£ DIGITAl EILT...EJL£.\LA.LUA.J.lJJN PROGRAM FOR THE INP!ll SF l NV ARIANCE 
C T!=CHNIQUE. 
C ~Q, Rlt Al, Rl, A, R ARE THE UNNORMAllZEO COE FFICIFNTS VALUFS OF 
C TABLF 3, AND W((Jl THF V/\lllfS OF WC FROM TAf1LF l. 
,__ _ _Q_L'1ENS 1DJ'lJ4f...f_3J_,y_$:LLDU .. , P_S.LLOLL,..YJ~QLL,..P_tlO-ll.,..F_( lD..l.) 
COMPLEX CONJG,CMPLX~S,FA,FB,Z 
READ ( l , 10 l l { WC ( I ) , I= l , 3) 
101 fORMAT(3Fl?..5) 
i CAl-l. PENPOS(•AtVAilADQ,D1,LO,ll 
· on so J=l,3 
Wl=WC{J) 
~ 00 45 K=l,? 




DO 5'1 N=l,lOl 
~-____,E.__(>.-LN,._.) = 0 • 0 2 * ( N- 1 ) 
on 30 M-=?,~ 
IF(M-?.l2t,4,3 
4 W S= W 1 *F { N ) . 
:------'--:=;Livi.P.LXJ.O_. __ , .YJ.SJ 
i GO TO ?0 
! 3 W=?.*3.l415Q*F(NJ 
' 7=CMPLX(COS(W:<'Tl ,SIN(W*Tl) 
,----S..>-=~..:£..! Z- 1.) I ( 7±1.) 
?0 IF(J-2)25,26,27 
. 25 Ft\=1. 
! FR=l.+S 
i ____ G.Q __ TD _ _3_3 ___ _ ---------- ----
; 26 FA=2.*(3.~S) 
' FB=6.+{4.+Sl*S 
, GO TO 33 . 
·~*( 20.+{-:::_B_.+S l >:cS) 
FB=60.+(36.+(9.+Sl*Sl*S 
33 FfiM=SQPT( (REALfFA) )>,'<~'<2+(ATNAG!FA) )~'d:?) 
FRM=SQRT{ (Pffd. (FBl l**?+(AIMAGCFBl l**2) 
TF { N-:- l l ?.l, l O, ll_ _ __ . ____ _ ___ ______ _____ _ 
.- -ro- SY; z 0-. tiA L o·G-l 0( F II M IF 8 ~~ l 
: 11 GfdN=~O.~{ALOGJO(FAM/FB~~l-Sl 
ANGl=~TAN21AlMAG(FA),P E AL{FA)) 




_I.L..ill.£.HA.SEL8_1., Zl , _  8 B-~~ _ __ . _ 
-------------




GO TO 78 
RB PHASE=PHASE-3AO. 
7 8 IF { M- ?l2l _7, f~, ,._7,___ _ _ ____________________ ~----------
. 6 YS ( N) -GAIN 
PSfNl-=PHASF. 
GO TO 30 
7 Y(Nl=GAIN 
.- ---p (N f=PHA-St _ ___ ___ _ 
30 CONTINlJF 55 · CfJNTINUf - - -----·· .. -- . --· .. . ...... . 
~--~C~~+LTL-rrN,EWPLT(l.0,6.5 7 tl.O) . 




- - - cACL-r? L"TTY-;11Jl9101- -'--- ------- ------- ------ ------- -
C!ILL TfiXTS<O.l) 
CALL Y/IXIS! l.) 
CALL SYM(0.,-3.5t-07,•r-rG.( l P( , l !=Q EQUFNC:Y RESPONSE OF THF P Ii'lJ f· UJW- Pi'i S S F I L I t R S WI I R l = M"S"'fc:J.['T\Jn F c • =l: • R 7 ' , 0 ., q-~.,.....;.-~;__ ______ _ 
CALL SYM(0.,-3.11,.07,'++ CflNTINUOUS VfRSTON; XX DlGITAL VERSION 0 
lBTA[N f D WITH THF RILINEAR TRANSFORMATTON .TECHNIQUE 1 ,0.,94) 
-
_ _ C A I. L T P L T ( Y S , 1 0 1 ,:....::l:_c,...;;;.3_l --·---- ___ _ 
no- r 1-::T1-2r-- --
X=(I-l)*O.l 
I XIN=XSTOTN{Xl l 1 CALL NU M(XIN,O.l2'1,0.07,X,O.O,l) 
i. I 10 ?. [ =1f115 
: Yl~(6-1)*1. 
. VIN=YSHlTN(Yl) 
2 CJ\Ll NIJ~(-0.?'5.,YP-..J,0.07,Y1 ,o,o,o. ) ___ _ 
_ ___;;;._ 'CALL----"E NOPLT - -- -·----- -
CALL NEWPLT(1.0,5.5,ll.J ! CALL ORTGIN(O.,O.> 
~--~C~Arlrl_TSCALF(O.~~~~R~·~Sr) ____________________________________________________ ~--
1 c ;x;:c 1. ~airrrrr:-, 1. • , • 
CALL YSCt\L E <-1BO. ,1S10.,s. ·l 
CALL TPLT( P, 101,1,41 
:-- ~-~ t-t-~~-~-1~~ -~o~+---------- --- -------- ------------- ...... _ -----
cAlL SVtA(0.,-?.7,.07,'FIG.( ) P( , ) PHASE RESPON~E OF THF PAOE 
lLOW-PASS FTLTF~S WITH T= ~SFC., ANn FC=l.HZ.•,Q.,9ll 
CALL S Y ~~ ( 0.,- 3. 0, 0 7, '+- + \.ONT f NUOUS VER.S I ON; XX DIG f T 1\L V_~E'--R~S~I-'-O...:..N_O-'-.. '-B ------------
~WI tfl lflF BILINFf.\R 1RANSF1JR1'VITI1Jl\ITFCRNTQOE 1 ,0.,Y<+l 
CALL TPI.T(P5,10ltlt3l 
00 .q I-=l,?l 























































































































































































C THESIS PR0G~AM n. ALVAR ~DO 
C P.1t'lE-D~.C-r.UJU r: I I IE R E lLU.U.Alllll'LE.RO.GRAlL.E.QR I HF B I I I N E ,\ R IBA ..... N_,_S .._E O....._R ...... r ..... 1 A"'"--------
C THIN TEI.HNIQUf 
OTMf:NSinf\1 L~C { 3) ,p ( 101 l, Y( 101) ,PSt 101) ,YS{ 101) 
.C m·1 P lEX X , F H , F H l , F H 2 , f I ~ 2 0 , F H 2 l , 7 , C 0 N ,J G, C M PL X , (,, FA , F f\, F l , S 
__ F.J.LB_O_,p_ t.T,LL=9..Dl.U_._-:.f:.X P_{.::-..Rl~~U ~Z_j_ _______ _ 
RFfl0(1,!50l(WC[J),.J-=1,3) 
250 FOR~AT{6Fl0. 5 ) 
C~LL PENPnS('ALVARADO,O',lO,l) 
.-----~P~Iw2;..:::::::...J3.....l4 1 5o~{ 2 • · 
!)0 ~ 0 J~ l ,3 
PEAD(l ,?.50)80,Rl,Al,Bl,A,R 
w 1: we r ,J 1 
__ RQ'""_p 12./J~-L-- ~-----· 
BO-=fiO*RO 
P 1-=R l:(rRQ 




R 1-=R l*R () 
---=~B_l =.B L*.R0/8 .. --~---~· 
7 0 \>J R I T F ( -, , 1. 4 q ) ,J 
149 FOR~AT(SX,'J-='17./) 
DO RO 1<-=l,? 
I~JO •. ~~~· ~----------------------------------------------------~ 
viR ITF{ 3, 15?. )T 
152 FORMAT(5X,'T= 'Fl5.5) 
1)0 1)5 N=l,lOl 
_E.?=_O ._oz. ~JN::.LL 
W==F*Wl 
U=PI?*F 
Z-'=C.I.t1PLX<CnS(IJ*T) ,-SINCU*Tl l 
s =C M PI ~ ! (). ' ..J?-1-~-------------­
r Fe J-2) 33, 3'+, 35 
33 FA=l .. 
FB= L +S 
_ _ _ GO._ TO 2 5 .. ____________  _ 
34 FA-=2.*(3.-SJ 
Ff\=fl.+(~.+S)*S 
GCl TO ?.'5 
3 5 F A::: 3. * ( 20,. + (-A. +S) ~- -----~-----------------------­FR=60.+(16.+(0.+Sl*SJ*S 
25 FAM=SQRT(REAL(FA)**2+AIMAG(FA1**2J 
FnM=SORT{R[Al(FR)**2+AIMAG{FB)*~2} 
___ _._EL2::..JJ ..5t_4.,_5 ____ ,_:-..,..- ----····-----.. -------- ---·:-- ---




GO TO 7 
4 FHJ=O. 
__ ,..-.7_lfJ.2=_JJ~ . ....~J ....... l~,_..l_).LO _____ , 
10 FH2=0,. 
GrJ TO 15 
i 
...J 
11 C=7*EXPC-A*T) , 
·----·-·-- ..... 0=- A l *COS ( f\ ~~JJ .tB1 *...SJl'tLBfl..L ___ ~--------~- -----~-----·····------------------~--------------: 
· F~20=Al+C~D · . 
. _ · ~ H 21 = l.- 7. f.c C * C 0 S ( B * Tl + C ** 2 
. FH2=FH20/FH?l ] 5 FH-=FHJ +FH2 ~~-~-~~rn~r,l~Rl---------------------------------------------------------------
RHA G=RE Al ( X*F I! l 
IFlN-1)21.20,?2 
20 71=10.*6Ln~l0(~~AG) -~-----sl=-20. *ALIJG1'0lr- 1\M/FfiM r-------------------.. 
2? GATN=lO.*~LDGlO{R~AGl-Zl 
GAI~S=ZO.*ALOG10{FAM/FRM)-Sl 
~--......_P f M=A H1aG( F..;..H:...:.) ___________________________ ·------




-----7\N'G~=AT J\N2 (A lMt\ t,{ l=H) 71\EAL { FR I r·---~----------·------------------------------~-·~-------~----
PHASS={ANGl-t\NG?I*lA0./3.14159 
IF( t80.-ARS(PHI\SS) )44,45,tt5 
44 JFfPHASS)46,2lt47 ·--~4h6~~:j-b~PHA?_~_~------------------------------------------------------------
r,n TO 45 
47 PHASS~-~60.+PHASS 
45 Y(N),GAIN 
------ --p U'l} =PH 1\SF -~----------~----------------------------------
YS f t-·.J} -:::GL\ t NS 
PS(N}=PHASS 
_ ____,5~11:_. CON T IN U F..,..,.,.___,_,,----..,.----,-__,.....---.-..----... 




---------CALl--y SC:A L F ( -l 0 .-,'i·:··,-s. -. 
CALL TPLT(Y,10l,l,4) 
CI\LL TAXIS(Q.l) 
C 1\t I_ Y J\ X I S ( 1. ) 
:-----r-__ ATI-5YMTU.-".,:...;._.....:,:~,_ •..,..s-....... IJ/f' F· I r; .-rJ------rq-, -rTfff)l JFNCY R E S PONS E 0 F 1 Fft11 
lADE LOW-PASS FILTERS WITH T= ~S~C., ANn Ff..=1.HZ•,O.,Q4) 
CALL SYM(0.,-"3.9,.07 1 1 ++ CONTINWHJS VFRSHJN; XX OIGTTf\L VERSION 0 
lBTAINEO WITH THE IMPULSF INVARIANCF TECHNIQUF•,o.,RQ) 




-- CAlCIPLTCY$JTOT-,-r;3r------ ---· ~-'---.-~---~------ ---------- -·----·--·-··-
no 1 I=t,2t 
X-=( T-1 l*O• J 
----~~X~I~N~=~XSTOINfX) 
1 C A l L NlJ MT~o.;-1 2 '5 , 0 • 0 7 , X , 0 • 0 , 1 l 
f)O 2 I= 1.1 l h 
Y l = ( 6- T ) ~ l. 
YlN=YSTfJINCYl) 
·z-CA rc-Nu r • .r r.:.n-.7 5-;·v-r N ,-n .-o 71""11--;u-;-o·;-o-;.-, 
CALL EN8PLT 
CALL NF.WPLT(].Q,5.5,ll.l 
___ r.ALL nr TGTN ( n., 0. l 
r:A L l T S"r:?\l~i;-.-,7-.--;-.~ • . 
CALL XSCALC(O.,?.,R.5J 
CAlL YSCAL EC-lR0,,18Q.,5.l 
CALL TPLT<P,l0l,l,4) 
----~- CALL ·rA XTS( o.-J r ------- ---- ·- ----- - ·· 
CALL V 1\ X.l S ( 1 0. l 
- - -------------·- ----- ---
' <o • I ~ • 
C .h L L S Y r~ { -:1 • , - 2 • 7 , .. 0 7 , ' F T G • ( . l · P L. 1. _ ) P H 1\ S E R E S P n N S E 0 F T H !; P A f1 E ~-----~,1-~...l.-w.O'A=.Q.A..<;_SJ.:...l..l IE·!< S l,J I I H I= MS£C...,--A.n.u.LEL..=_J_.l{Z..._~_,_fl.._,.9J..J~----··  - --------
CALL SY~(0.,-3.0,07,'++ CONTIN UnUS VERSION: XX DIGITAL VFRSION DB 
1 T td N E I) W I T H T H F I M P lJ L S E I NV A R T AN C E T E C H N I OU E ' , 0 • , 8 q ) 
CALL TPLTCPS,l0l,l,3) 
---DO _ _g_ _J = l, 2 L -- --- ----- - --- -- --·-- - ----- -- -- --
X=(I-J):.~,:o.J 
X IN= X S Hl IN ( X l 
A CALL NLJ M(XIN,O,l25,0,07,X 7 0.0,1) 
------~0~0~, ~9~· ~~~-~~~------------------------------------~ 
v 1 == ( 1 o- r 1 *? n • 
YIN=YSTOTN{Y1) 
q C~Ll NU~(-0,40,YTN,0.07,Yl,O,Q,O.l 
_____ CALL . .ENDPLI _ _ 
AO CClNTINU F 
50 Cf1NTINUF 
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